
RED VALVE TYPE A     SLEEVE & DIAMOND SEAL GASKET REPLACEMENT SUGGESTIONS 

 

1) Cut diamond seal gasket length so 1/4" of excess material extends past the body casting Faces on both 

ends.  

 

2) Bolt the two body halves together, Tighten Bolts and let the valve sit for a few hours for the rubber to 

cold flow and ad-hear to the surfaces, then retighten the body bolts again. Rubber will cold flow so, it 

would be wise to tighten – take a break – and re-tighten a number of times slowly and slightly. 

 

3) Excess Diamond Seal Gasket will extrude out past the cast body flange faces, this is OK and will cause 

Rubber Sleeve Flanges to flair 1/4"+ away from Cast body flanges at the diamond seal faces. The 

diamond seal material will get smashed under the rubber flanges when you install the valve in the pipeline. 

This is required to get a good air seal. Don’t worry AND DON’T TRIM IT! 

 

4) When you bolt the valve back to the pipe flanges, take your time and follow the torque procedure. Do 

not put air to the valve after the first torque. Go have a cup of coffee and let the rubber do it's thing – Cold 

Flowing, seating and ad-hearing to the flange faces. It has to extrude and cold flow into the serrated flange 

faces for a while to make a good seal. Go have some coffee.  

 

5) Come back after your coffee and re-torque the flange bolts. If you are able, walk away for an hour or so 

and let the rubber flow and seat again. Re-torque one more time and then put low pressure air to the valve. 

 

6) Be very careful with the air pressure as you want to start out with a low pressure. Cycle the air 30 times 

on/off at low pressure (10 psig) 

 

9) Every sleeve is a little different. It is suggested that a progressive break in cycle be incorporated. You 

should not need much more than 25-35 psig above your fluid pressure to effectively close a pinch valve. 

Follow the steps below to break in your installed valve: 

a) Identify theoretical close air pressure by taking expected fluid pressure and add + 25psig to 

arrive at theoretical pinch valve closing Air Pressure. If Fluid pressure is 10 psig then, 

theoretical Close Pressure should be approximately 35-45 psig Air.  

b) Start-Up Air Cycle #1: Break in Sleeve with Low Air Pressure (50% of Theoretical Close 

Pressure),  

c) Start-Up Air Cycle #2: Increase the air pressure to 75% Air Pressure and again, Cycle valve 

Closed/Open 20 times to further break in the sleeve’s elasticity AND observe how well fluid 

closure is being accomplished.  

d) Start-Up #3: Finally, increase Air Pressure slowly with multiple cycles closed/open until 

satisfactory closure is observed. Ending Air Pressure should not exceed 25 to 35 psig above 

fluid pressure.  

e) WARNING: Do not expose sleeve to exceedingly high air pressure. Over pressurization will 

cause the pinch valve sleeve to over close and tear away from flange if too much air pressure is 

applied. Signs of over pressurization include: Sleeve Flange Holes pulled elliptical, valve will 

note close at all, air seems to be running into body continuously… these are all sure fire signs 

that too much air pressure as been applied to the valve.  

 

ALWAYS USE A GOOD AIR REGULATOR WITH GAUGES ON INLET AND OUTLET!! 

 

Call me with any questions.    

Matthew A Davidson - Antec Corporation, Office: 425-888-9090,  Cell: 206-660-1311 


